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Ashley Bolger of Burlington, Vt., had always worn her hair long. When a
friend suggested shaving their heads together, Ashley said yes—but only if
she could raise at least $300 for Earthjustice by doing so. She posted her
plan on Facebook and hit her fundraising goal overnight. She’s thrilled
with her buzz cut. “I love that whenever I see it or tell someone about it, I
am reminded of this amazing organization and how simple it was to make
a difference,” she says.
We love seeing our readers moved to art and action. Share with us at
magazine@earthjustice.org, or by tagging #earthjustice on Instagram.

Earthjustice is the premier nonprofit environmental law organization. We
wield the power of law and the strength of partnership to protect people’s health;
to preserve magnificent places and wildlife; to advance clean energy; and to
combat climate change. We exist because the earth needs a good lawyer.
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FROMTHELEADERSHIP

Winning In Court
As I write this column in early
May, we’re a third of the way
through President Trump’s term
in office. We’ve learned that the
Trump administration is the most
anti-environment presidential
administration since the dawn of the
modern environmental movement. As
a result, Earthjustice has been more
active in court than ever before, filing
dozens of lawsuits against President
Trump and his administration because
of actions they’ve taken that harm
public health and the environment.

racked up recently. The Trump
administration is repeatedly—even
systematically—violating the law by
taking actions that harm public health
and the environment. Who stands
to gain? Their special friends in
industry. In the cases mentioned, for
example, the administration actions
we challenged benefited a host of
industries, including the oil and gas
industry and the chemicals industry.
Those are discouraging facts about the
state of our government, but here’s a
hopeful theme: We’re already winning
in court.

Most of those cases are still pending.
But in recent months we’ve started to
get a wave of
court decisions,
THE LAW IS THE
and we’re
WAY WE HOLD THE
winning the great
bulk of them.
LINE AGAINST THIS

Many of the early
fights are going our
way and many more
cases are working
their way through the
system. Starting with
ADMINISTRATION.
this magazine issue (see
In March, we
the opposite page), we
put an end to
will keep you updated
the Trump
quarterly on the count of our Trumpadministration’s efforts to keep air
related lawsuits, along with some
pollution levels a secret. The judge
highlights from this work.
ruled with us that the EPA must tell
the public where smog levels exceed
Our strategy is simple: We fight back,
safety standards.
in court, on behalf of the environment
We scored another victory when a
and everyone who cares about it,
federal court gave us the go-ahead to
like you. The law is the way we hold
challenge Trump’s plan to offer up
the line against this administration.
nearly all U.S. waters for offshore oil
While they rush to tear up rules, we
leasing, even though President Obama
have decades of experience with the
permanently protected most of the
rulemaking process and the specific
Arctic and parts of the Atlantic from
laws under attack. No one knows this
drilling. Two days after that, we won
terrain better: It is our home turf.
another case when a court ruled that
the Trump EPA repeatedly and illegally Thank you for standing firm with us,
and for making our work (and our
delayed the effective date of an Obama
EPA rule that protects farmworkers and victories) possible.
the public from being poisoned by the
most dangerous pesticides.
Several themes run through these
and the other court victories we’ve
4
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Drew Caputo
VP of Litigation for Lands, Oceans and Wildlife

OVERRULING
TRUMP
Our lawsuits against the administration:

OVERRULING
TRUMP
The Earth needs a good lawyer. And in this dark hour, Earthjustice has 120.
We’re the lawyers for the environment, and we’re winning.

To read more about our cases and victories against the administration,
look for the in Frontlines (pages 6-10) and earthjustice.org/trump.

MAKE A TRIBUTE
OR MEMORIAL GIFT
CELEBRATE A LOVED ONE with a gift in their honor or
memory! You may send a beautiful e-card to let the
honoree or family know of your kind donation, or we
will mail them a lovely card. For more information
or to make your gift, visit earthjustice.org/tribute
or call 800-584-6460.

FRONTLINES

Cases, Issues and Victories

LOUISIANA: RESORTING
TO ‘RENT-A-CROWDS’

Each year, Chinook salmon swim up the Snake River to return to this creek in Idaho’s Boise National Forest
and spawn. Photo courtesy of Neil Ever Osborne

WASHINGTON: STREAM OF GOOD SALMON NEWS, FOR NOW
Court decisions and public opinion are flowing in the right direction for Pacific
Northwest salmon—but there could be rough waters ahead. In April, the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals upheld a decision in response to Earthjustice litigation
that forces federal dam managers to spill more water over dams on the Columbia
and Snake Rivers, easing the passage of young salmon to the Pacific Ocean. Now
Congress is considering a bill that would undo this victory and preserve status quo
operations at the dams. Yet there’s evidence that the will of Washington state voters
is on the salmon’s side: A recent poll funded by fishing and conservation groups
including Earthjustice found that more than half of those voters support removing
four dams on the lower Snake, which scientists have recommended as the single best
thing we can do to restore the endangered salmon population.

When the New Orleans City Council
met in February to consider a
proposed gas plant that would spew
pollution into a community of color,
paid actors spoke in favor of the
plant’s construction, while more than
100 neighborhood residents were
locked out. The council approved
the plant proposal. The actors were
hired through a “rent-a-crowd” service
by a public affairs firm working
for Entergy, the utility company
that would profit from the plant.
Earthjustice is suing the city council
for violating the state constitution
by shutting the doors on the public.
And we’ve asked Louisiana’s attorney
general to investigate the presence of
the actors.

NATIONAL: FREED
FROM FORMALDEHYDE
After surviving Hurricane
Katrina, thousands of people
moved into FEMA trailers that
had a strange odor. The smell
turned out to be formaldehyde,
a known carcinogen that was
nevertheless used in wood
adhesive in the trailers. People
housed in them later suffered
lung problems and heart failure.
To prevent a repeat of that
tragedy, Congress passed a
law in 2010 to set a limit on
formaldehyde emissions from
wood products, but the Trump
EPA delayed the limits until the
end of 2018. So Earthjustice took
the agency to court, and now a
federal judge in San Francisco
has held that the EPA violated
the law in pushing back its
deadline. Starting June 1, wood
products must comply with the
new limits.

Pat Bryant, left, leads a march against
environmental racism and Entergy’s
proposed New Orleans East gas plant.
Julie Dermansky

ALASKA: CIRCLING THE ARCTIC
By land and by sea, America’s Arctic is
under attack from Big Oil and the Trump
administration. They want to reopen vast portions
of the Arctic Ocean, which were permanently
protected by the Obama administration, to offshore
drilling. Meanwhile, the Department of the Interior
is moving ahead with a plan to offer oil and gas
leases in the coastal plain of the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge. We filed a lawsuit against Trump’s
reversal of the Arctic offshore drilling ban last year,
and we survived a motion to dismiss in March
2018. Earthjustice also stands prepared to uphold
the bedrock environmental laws that protect the
biological riches of the Arctic Refuge.

Indicates Trump-related fight
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JUSTICE DELAYED
NO LONGER

COURT ORDERS A REAL
RESCUE FOR LOBOS

NATIONAL
“Between the trucks, the smells,
The U.S. government’s
and the buzzards, there’s no peace
plan to save the Mexican
in our community anymore,” says
gray wolf was so flawed that it
Phyllis Gosa of Tallassee, Ala., where
would have doomed the animal to
residents have spent 15 years seeking
extinction. Fortunately, a federal
relief from a landfill placed in their
judge in April rejected the proposal.
historically black neighborhood
Earthjustice argued in court that the
without their consent. Gosa filed a
plan would have arbitrarily limited
civil rights complaint with the EPA
the lobos’ population numbers,
in 2003, alleging that the landfill
banned them from crucial habitat,
created an unequal racial impact, but
and loosened the rules against killing
the agency did hardly anything to
them in the wild. The decision
investigate. In March, a federal judge
faulted government officials at the
ruled that the EPA violated the law
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for
by failing to investigate civil rights
disregarding the advice of expert
claims within 180 days. Earthjustice
scientists and for violating their
represented the city of Tallassee, and
duty to the Mexican wolf under the
four other communities—some of
Endangered Species Act. There are
which had been waiting more than
only about 100 lobos left in the wild.
25 years for an EPA response—in
a lawsuit challenging the delays.
The court’s ruling affirmed that
the EPA can’t turn a blind eye to
environmental discrimination claims.

COLORADO: HIDING HAZARDS IN DENVER
North Denver’s 80216 made headlines last year as one of America’s most
polluted ZIP codes. The predominantly Latino neighborhood coexists with
multiple Superfund sites, highways and industrial facilities. The nearby Suncor
oil refinery contributes air pollution to a neighborhood that already has
high rates of asthma, cancer and cardiovascular disease. Among other toxic
chemicals, Suncor emits hydrogen cyanide—an agent of chemical warfare.
Instead of requiring Suncor to reduce this pollution, Colorado state regulators
are letting the company exploit a loophole to emit hydrogen cyanide without
protecting public health or even reporting its emissions. In April, Earthjustice
petitioned the EPA to protect community members’ right to breathe clean air
and to know about hazardous releases.
WASHINGTON: SAVING ORCAS FROM OIL TANKERS
The U.S. Coast Guard can’t sink a lawsuit challenging its management of
shipping traffic through Washington state’s inland marine waters. Represented
by Earthjustice, the Tulalip Tribes and Suquamish Tribe challenged the agency’s
shipping traffic regulations because they put orcas—which figure prominently in
the tribes’ culture and history—at risk from oil spills as tanker traffic spikes in the
Salish Sea. In January, a judge ruled that the suit can move forward, finding that
the Coast Guard may have violated the Endangered Species Act.

An orca breaches in Washington’s Salish Sea, with Mount Baker
in the background. Elaine Thompson / Associated Press
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PRUITT AND THE PITS

LABEL MENUS, LESSEN LANDFILLS

Communities are
NATIONAL
learning about
contamination of their drinking water
from coal ash pits thanks to a new
reporting requirement that Scott Pruitt’s
EPA is already trying to gut. In March,
data that utilities were finally required
to release showed that over a thousand
coal ash pits have leached unsafe levels
of arsenic or other hazardous chemicals
into groundwater. One month later, the
EPA proposed gutting these reporting
requirements and other crucial safeguards,
including cleanup and monitoring
requirements, that are part of the coal ash
rule. Earthjustice and other organizations
fought for years to get the rule, and we’re
not letting Pruitt erase it now. In April,
we helped many who have been harmed
by coal ash go to D.C. and testify at an
EPA hearing about why removing these
protections is a terrible idea. We also
submitted voluminous comments to protest
the reckless and dangerous rollback.

How many calories are in a
burger with a side of onion
rings? About 80 percent of Americans
surveyed by the Center for Science in
the Public Interest would like to know.
Now, thanks to legal pressure from
Earthjustice, they can. After we sued
the Food and Drug Administration on
behalf of consumer advocacy groups,
the FDA agreed that starting in May,
it would finally enforce a menu
labeling rule required by Congress
more than seven years earlier. With
menu labeling, people can choose
healthier options and restaurants will
feel pressure to offer better selections.
Consumers ordering smaller portions
means less food is wasted and
dumped in landfills, so less climatepolluting methane is released.

— Rebecca Cohen and Kim Carson

WHAT WILL YOUR LEGACY BE?

A TERRIBLE TIMBER SALE
In Southeast Alaska’s panhandle lies Kuiu Island, a wooded haven for black
bears, deer and martens. In May, the U.S. Forest Service offered 523 acres
of the island’s old-growth spruce, hemlock and cedar to the highest bidder
in a timber sale—a move that costs taxpayers millions of dollars, hurts
local businesses that rely on tourism, and ultimately does little for Alaska’s
moribund timber industry. Earthjustice is challenging the sale in federal court.

The Forest Service has
decided that $195,466
is an acceptable bid on
this sale. Meanwhile, the
minimum cost of the
sale to taxpayers is
$4.6 million—including
$3.1 million to fund
88 miles of roadwork
needed to transport
timber off the
uninhabited island.

14.6%
TOURISM

Your support of Earthjustice reflects your

values—values of magnificent places, wildlife
and the right of each person to a healthy
environment. Many people like to express
their values by leaving a gift to charity in their
will or trust or by beneficiary designation.
A gift to Earthjustice will cost you nothing
now, there is no minimum amount required,
and you can change your beneficiaries at
any time.

ESTATE PLANNING

CHECKLIST
WILLS
& TRUSTS
A Primer

10 Questions to Ask Yourself

$ 4.6 million

COST TO TAXPAYERS

EMPLOYMENT
OF SOUTHEAST
ALASKANS

TIMBER

Here’s how:
“I hereby give (percentage, residuary,
share or specific amount or asset) to
Earthjustice, 50 California St., Suite 500,
San Francisco, CA 94111.”
Earthjustice Tax ID: 94-1730465
To notify us of your gift or for assistance in
creating your environmental legacy, please
contact Elizabeth Hill at (800) 584-6460
or legacy@earthjustice.org, or visit
earthjustice.org/legacy.

Download our complimentary planning publications at earthjustice.org/planning
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0.7%

$195,466

SALE PRICE

The tourism industry now employs 14.6 percent of Southeast
Alaskans, compared to the 0.7 percent who work in timber. Tourist
traffic to Kuiu Island has quintupled since the Forest Service last
assessed how a timber sale would affect the local economy. It
would be a less appealing destination without its trees.
The Forest Service intends to go through with this fire sale of
prime forest this summer. We aren’t buying it—we challenged the
government in court to take a fresh look at the impact of this deal.
— Rebecca Cohen
Summer 2018 11

THEBIGPICTURE

Alan C Egan

BLASTING THE BLUE SEA
It’s easy to imagine the world’s oceans
as vast, silent expanses of water that
swallow sound in the same way that
the water might swallow a diver or a
sinking ship.
But in the shadowy folds of the
ocean, Atlantic spotted dolphins and
other species rely upon sound for
communication and survival. Social
animals, spotted dolphins typically
travel together in pods of five to 15.
In recent years, humans have been
ripping the underwater acoustic
environment apart with seismic

12 Earthjustice | earthjustice.org

airguns used to hunt for oil and gas
deposits below the ocean floor. The
noise created by these machines can
disrupt the navigation and feeding
habits of animals including dolphins,
whales and sea turtles and even inflict
permanent hearing loss. With the
expansion of offshore drilling comes
increased use of exploratory seismic
testing, and a mortal threat to the
well-being of some of the Earth’s most
remarkable creatures.
The Trump administration has made it
a priority to massively expand offshore

drilling, with seismic blasting being
proposed in an area spanning several
hundred thousand square miles
from Delaware to Florida, including
the habitat of the Atlantic spotted
dolphins. Operations could potentially
begin within months.
Beyond spotted dolphins, the few
remaining North Atlantic right whales
could be devastated—even pushed
to the point of extinction—by seismic
blasting, according to more than two
dozen respected marine biologists.
The blasting will impact the whales’

migration path and calving grounds and
will drown out the calls of the whales’
vulnerable 1- and 2-year-old calves.
That’s why Earthjustice is working
alongside a coalition of ocean
advocates to stop seismic blasting off
the Eastern Seaboard. There is simply
no justification to harm marine wildlife
in search of a small amount of oil and
gas in the targeted testing zone. Our
energy future lies in clean, renewable
energy, not in harmful exploration for
more oil at the bottom of the sea.

— James Norton
Summer 2018 13

A SHIFT

IN POWER
By Jessica A. Knoblauch

Lilian Bello spoke against a proposed natural gas plant in Oxnard, Calif., that, if allowed, would
join three existing gas plants on the city’s beach. Chris Jordan-Bloch / Earthjustice

Earthjustice attorney Matt Vespa (left) speaks with CAUSE policy and communications
director Lucas Zucker (right), who helped organize high school students against the power
plant proposal. Chris Jordan-Bloch / Earthjustice

Oxnard residents protest NRG Energy’s proposal for a 262-megawatt gas plant called Puente.
Photo courtesy of CAUSE

T

he days following President Trump’s
election in 2016 were a turning point
for many. Lilian Bello was no exception.
At that time, Bello was a student at
Hueneme High in Oxnard, Calif., a
diverse community along the iconic
Central Coast that’s also known as one
of the strawberry capitals of the world.
While teachers soothed frantic students,
many of whom came from immigrant
families, a representative from a local
social justice organization showed up
with a different objective: to rally them
around fighting for their environmental
and human rights.
“It caught my attention,” says Bello.
“I was like, ‘I’m ready. I’m gonna do
something. I can’t just stand by.’”
Bello soon learned that the city’s three
gas power plants were contributing
to its dismal asthma rates—and a
powerful energy company was dead
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set on building a fourth. Bello, who has
suffered from asthma as long as she can
remember, joined others in opposing the
plant. In March, after a four-year-long
fight, California’s grid operator approved
a clean energy alternative to the shortsighted plan, pushing it off a cliff.
The victory was sweet for the
community, where predominantly
low-income, immigrant residents have
long lived under a haze of industrial
pollution—while watching their more
affluent neighbors like Santa Barbara
and Malibu enjoy clean air and clear
skies. And it signaled something sweeter,
inspiring other Southern California
communities to insist on clean energy,
and putting investors and regulators
nationwide on notice that new natural
gas plants have become difficult to justify.

T

he fight to shut down a gas plant
project in Oxnard began in the

summer of 2014 after
NRG Energy proposed
building a plant called
Puente to provide
backup power during
peak times of energy
use. The project seemed
inevitable. California
regulators had identified a need for local
energy generation and had historically
met those needs with new gas plants.
But many Oxnard residents were tired
of seeing the city littered with these
hulking metal structures, complete with
tall smokestacks that belch toxic air and
gaping ponds filled with wastewater. In
addition to the three existing power plants
marring the city’s coastline, Oxnard is
home to a Superfund site full of toxic
slag from a metals recycling facility. It
also bears the brunt of the toxic pesticide
overload that comes with being an
agricultural powerhouse.

breathing device, began attending city
council meetings to help put a face on
the issue. She was joined by a growing
chorus of Oxnard youth that showed up
at hearing after hearing with powerful and
inspiring testimony. Many came from
farmworker families who had seen their
parents tolerate multiple injustices, and
they wanted to step up and advocate on
behalf of their loved ones. The students
found creative new ways to express their
opposition to the project, including a rap
that played off the lyrics to “The Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air” theme song.
The pushback worked, at least
temporarily. The Oxnard city council
sided with the community—twice,
actually—unanimously prohibiting any
new coastal power plants of 50 megawatts
or greater. The council’s resolve to fight
the plant, even as NRG alternately used
charm and threats to try and force the
proposal through, was a reflection of the
town’s sustained efforts over the last few
decades to pressure its representatives to
protect the community from additional
environmental harms.

“In a community like Oxnard, you can
go up and down the coast, and you’re
very aware of the differences in your
community versus what you see in other
communities,” says Lucas Zucker of
the Central Coast Alliance United for
a Sustainable Economy (CAUSE), the
group that visited Bello’s classroom.

“The city council was once a little more
complacent,” says Mayor Pro Tem
Carmen Ramírez. “Now, the people
speak and the council listens.”

Bello, whose asthma used to be so severe
and frequent that she once used a special

As the Puente fight continued to play
out, other communities across California
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Yuba City

SAN FRANCISCO
San Jose

Santa Paula
Glendale
Oxnard

MAJOR GAS
PLANT FIGHTS

LOS ANGELES

Communities fighting
proposed gas plants
Regulators proposing replacing
gas plants with clean energy

battling their own fossil fuel projects were
watching closely to see whether the state’s
frequent platitudes about being a clean
energy leader would finally come home
to their beleaguered towns—where these
policies are needed most.

G

lendale, Calif., about an hour’s
drive east of Oxnard and part of
Los Angeles County, is one of those
communities. Like Oxnard, the city was
facing a proposal to build a large new
gas plant that would lock the city into
dirty energy for decades. Many people
opposed the plant, including economics
professor Dan Brotman, who argued that
falling energy storage and renewable
energy prices meant that cleaner options
made financial sense for Glendale. State
politicians are also currently pushing to

18 Earthjustice | earthjustice.org

Left: Earthjustice attorneys Angela Johnson Meszaros and Byron Chan attend a hearing about a proposed gas plant
in Glendale, Calif. Jessica Chou for Earthjustice; Right: Sergio Valenzuela and Kote-Yakez Melendez, members of
the Wishtoyo Foundation, look out over the Santa Clara River, or Utom, where another gas plant is proposed.
Chris Jordan-Bloch / Earthjustice

pass legislation that will mandate 100
percent clean energy by 2045. If passed, it
would mean any fossil fuel infrastructure
that Glendale builds could be shut down
in 25 years, leaving ratepayers with a
useless, fossilized behemoth that cost $500
million to build.
Another community keeping close watch
on Puente’s fate was Santa Paula, a fertile
orchard-filled town about 20 minutes from
Oxnard. There, residents were opposing
a gas plant proposal over concerns of
cultural impacts, air pollution and habitat
destruction. A Native-led nonprofit called
the Wishtoyo Foundation opposed the
plant, set to be located on the Santa
Clara River, because it would disturb the
Chumash people’s sacred sites and natural
places of cultural significance.

Earthjustice is providing critical legal
support for each of these ongoing
fights, as well as a communications and
policymaking strategy to link the battles
to the larger Right To Zero movement to
get California to zero emissions by 2045.

That question couldn’t come at a better
time for these communities, who for
years have watched California charge
ahead on a clean energy revolution
while proposing to leave them in the
polluted dust.

No two power plant proposals are alike,
but collectively “they all represent
a massive investment in fossil fuel
infrastructure,” says Earthjustice attorney
Angela Johnson Meszaros, who led
the legal strategy in support of Santa
Paula and Glendale community groups
fighting new gas plants.

Though California leads both nationally
and globally on pushing progressive
environmental policies and technologies,
it continues to rely heavily on natural
gas. These gas plants have to go
somewhere, and they often end up in
communities of color and low-income
communities, where they contribute to
poor air quality that leads to asthma.
Currently eight out of 10 of America’s
most-polluted cities are in California,
with Southern California counties
like Los Angeles, San Bernardino and
Ventura ranking highest in the number
of unhealthy days for ozone.

“Every time a jurisdiction spends that
money, it’s just locking us in,” she says.
“The question we posed in Glendale,
and that we’re posing in all of these
communities facing these decisions is, why
don’t we think about how we can spend
this money in ways that positions us for the
future, instead of anchoring us to the past?”

“The notion that people die every
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day basically for having the audacity to
breathe is problematic,” says Johnson
Meszaros, who adds that having a clean,
healthy environment is fundamental for
people being able to do anything else.
“And the fact that
many of those
people who are
suffering are
people of color
and low-income
people is deeply
problematic.”

B

which for years had felt like a done deal,
began to crumble. And in June 2017,
the opposition’s hard work finally paid
off after state regulators charged with
maintaining grid reliability authorized an
unprecedented
study to
determine
whether
clean energy
alternatives could
take the power
plant’s place. The
study’s findings
did just that,
signaling the
beginning of the
end of the Puente
project. It also
proved that when
regulators are
pushed to take
a second look at power plant proposals,
they come up with better solutions.

SOON NRG’S
PROJECT, WHICH
FOR YEARS
HAD FELT LIKE
A DONE DEAL,
BEGAN TO
CRUMBLE.

ack in
Oxnard,
as NRG slowly
realized that
the city was
adamantly against
the Puente project,
the company dug
in to wage a legal
battle. While community groups argued
that building the plant would create an
environmental injustice for an already
overburdened community of color,
Earthjustice attorney Matt Vespa, on
behalf of the Sierra Club, added that siting
the plant on the beach put it directly in
the path of inundation by sea level rise.
“The whole point of building the plant
was to ensure reliability in the area
during extreme weather, but NRG was
proposing to put Puente in a location
that itself was highly vulnerable to
extreme weather,” says Vespa, who led
the legal fight against Puente. “It didn’t
make any sense.”
Community activists and Earthjustice,
along with local environmental groups,
joined together with the City of Oxnard
and Ramírez to fight the plant. In addition
to the climate change and environmental
justice issues raised by the plant proposal,
Vespa argued in energy commission
hearings that building dirty backup
plants to provide energy during peak
times was no longer necessary to ensure
grid reliability thanks to advances in
clean energy technology. He brought
in innovators like Tesla to testify and
prove that point. Soon NRG’s project,
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Around the same time as the Puente
decision, the
energy corporation
proposing a gas
plant in Santa
Paula saw the
writing on the wall
and requested
to suspend its
proposed gas plant.
And, most recently,
after months of
packed hearings
with hundreds
of concerned
residents, in April
2018 Glendale city
council members
hit the brakes on
the $500 million
proposed gas plant
in favor of studying
a clean energy
alternative.

top of building polluting gas plants,” says
Earthjustice’s Vespa. “Now, thanks to
Puente, we’re building a blueprint for
how utilities can look to clean energy
solutions first.”

L

eaders across the state believe
that the progress in Oxnard is just
the beginning.
Over the last few months, existing gasfired plants have proposed to shut down
decades before their expected retirement.
And in January, the California Public
Utilities Commission pressed Pacific
Gas & Electric to replace three gas-fired
plants with energy storage, paving the
way for the retirement of the large
Metcalf Energy Center in San Jose, and
the Feather River Energy and Yuba City
Energy Centers in Yuba City. California’s
tech companies, meanwhile, are eagerly
taking on the challenge of replacing fossil
fuels with modern, clean energy sources.
These local community fights are
propelling a major change in energy

markets as cities and towns transition off
gas and onto clean energy. This year,
finance experts have warned against
investing in natural gas companies as
clean energy tech has become cost
competitive. Vistra Energy Corporation
and Dominion Energy, which serve
over 5 million customers in more than
a dozen states, announced that they’re
done building gas plants. Instead, they’re
switching to solar.
Outside of California, community
uprisings in New Orleans and
Colorado are also taking hold as
people band together to fight new
fossil fuel project proposals. In a clean
energy future, people are coming
together around the idea that no place
should be a sacrifice zone.
Bello, the former high school student
in Oxnard, explains why: “They
don’t deserve gas plants just like we don’t
deserve gas plants. Because we’re
humans, and we deserve better.”

“When I started
this work six years
ago, clean energy
was a sprinkle on

Advocates celebrate a milestone toward defeating the Puente gas plant proposal.
Chris Jordan-Bloch / Earthjustice

MONTANA
BUSTS A
BAD ACTOR
By Jessica A. Knoblauch

The defunct Pegasus Gold company left behind pollution from the Zortman-Landusky
gold mine in eastern Montana. Now a former Pegasus executive is locked in a battle
with the state. Larry Mayer/AP; Photo Illustration by Loetus Creative
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official of serial polluter
Pegasus Gold, Baker
now serves as president
and CEO of Hecla
Mining Company.
Hecla is pushing to
develop two massive
copper and silver mines
beneath the Cabinet
Mountains Wilderness,
which holds sites
that are sacred to the
Ktunaxa people and
provides irreplaceable
habitat for threatened
grizzly bears and bull
trout. Earthjustice and
its clients argue that
those projects cannot
move forward with
Baker at the helm unless
his former company’s
messes are cleaned up.

In community gathering places like the Met Tavern in Butte, lifelong Montana resident Tim Flynn encourages
his neighbors to rethink the assumption that Montanans must mine at any cost. Eric Ian for Earthjustice

M is a man determined to rally folks
ontana fishing guide Tim Flynn

around a straightforward principle:
Mining companies shouldn’t pollute
communities and public lands and then
force the public to pay for the cleanup.
When companies do pollute, they
should be barred from opening new
mines in the state until they pay for their
old messes.
Flynn’s jovial spirit and deep roots
in the Treasure State come in handy
these days as he takes this message
to residents whose families have bled
copper and gold for generations.
He also has the law on his side, as the
Montana legislature has codified this
sentiment in the “bad actor” provisions
of its state mining law. The legislation
prohibits mining executives whose
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companies fail to complete required
mine reclamation from undertaking
new mining projects in the state—unless
and until they rectify the mess and pay
back the cleanup costs, with interest.
But the law has largely gathered dust
since it was first enacted—enforced
only once in 2008 against a small
mining operation.

As the parties prepare
for court, a broader
debate over the
industry’s future is
playing out in small
towns like Butte, a
former mining “company town.” There,
locals like Flynn are pressing their
communities to rally around the bad
actor law and to rethink the long-held
assumption that Montanans must mine—
in any place and at any cost.

" H walks into the Met Tavern, a

ow’s she go?” asks Flynn as he

1950s-era bar just outside downtown
Butte that, legend has it, Evel Knievel
once robbed by cutting a hole in the
roof.
It’s a sunny Thursday afternoon and
the dimly lit establishment is empty
minus Robyn, the bartender and the
tavern’s co-owner. But it’s not that way
for long. A few minutes pass and former
Montana lawmaker Fritz Daily pulls up,
followed by a lanky older guy named
Rocky and then a middle-aged married
couple, all of them taking a seat at the
bar. Flynn, whose family roots in the
area date back to the 1880s, recognizes
everyone, unsurprising given that he
also waved familiarly to about every
third person on the drive over here.
The topic today is the bad actor law,
courtesy of Flynn, who has a knack
for bringing up touchy subjects while
keeping the mood cordial.
As longtime locals, the bar’s patrons are
all too familiar with both the fortunes
and fallout that mining companies bring
to a community. After all, Butte was
once known as “The Richest Hill on
Earth” due to its vast copper, silver and
gold resources. But like many mining
towns, it eventually went bust.
Though some mining remains, the
industry’s presence today is mostly
felt by what it’s left behind. Butte’s
sleepy downtown is filled with historic
buildings and streets with “gold” and
“silver” in their names; a collection of
black, triangle-shaped structures known

Today, its true mettle is finally being
put to the test.
Earthjustice, representing groups
like the Clark Fork Coalition—for
which Flynn serves as the board’s
vice president—and in partnership
with members of the Ktunaxa Nation,
successfully petitioned Montana’s
regulators in March to enforce the law
against Phillips S. Baker Jr. and the
company he now runs. A former top

The mining industry has shaped Butte for much of the town’s history. Chris Boswell / Getty Images
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BRIGHT ORANGE WATER
LOADED WITH HEAVY METALS
FLOWS INTO TRIBAL LAND.
as headframes that once lowered men
into the mine’s abyss; and a toxin-filled,
former open pit copper mine known
as the Berkeley Pit, one of the largest
Superfund sites in America. It’s also just
one of the more than 8,400 abandoned
mines scattered across the state, some of
which continue to pollute streams and
threaten public safety.
“Mining’s what made us, but it might be
what destroys us, too,” quips Fritz.

doing business,” is
estimated at nearly
$40 million. This
figure includes
filtering cyanide and
selenium out of the
mine’s waste, in perpetuity, before it
hits German Gulch Creek, which feeds
into the icy blue Clark Fork River and
is home to a critical population of native
westslope cutthroat trout.

After extracting their fortunes from
Montana’s landscapes, many mining
companies have left the public to deal
with their mess.

“Too often, the short-term economic
gains of mining have outweighed
permanent costs to the human
environment,” says Flynn, who, in

One of the most notorious perpetrators
of this “mine it, mess it up and run”
strategy was Pegasus Gold, Baker’s
former company. Baker served as the
top financial official at Pegasus until
shortly after the company declared
bankruptcy in 1998. Afterward,
Pegasus stuck taxpayers with tens of
millions of dollars in cleanup costs at
three abandoned cyanide heap-leach
gold mines.
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addition to serving as a local fishing guide,
often cross-country skis and hikes on
public lands near the abandoned mine.
At another of Pegasus’ abandoned
mines, Zortman-Landusky, more than
$74 million has been spent to date on
reclamation and water treatment to
address acid mine drainage that has
contaminated culturally important sites
of the Fort Belknap Gros Ventre and
Assiniboine Tribes. Bright orange water
contaminated with heavy metals runs
through the Tribes’ ceremonial sites and
powwow grounds and continues to run
deeper into tribal land despite agency
efforts to control it.
Outraged by the damage Pegasus left
behind, the Republican-controlled
Montana legislature voted in 2001 to
strengthen and expand the bad actor
provisions. Then-governor Judy Martz
(R), a friend of the mining industry,
signed the new provisions into law.

“That’s mining for ya,” remarks one of
bar’s patrons. “Take everything you can
… and leave the shit behind.”
As of January 2017, that “shit” includes
a 70-acre, cyanide-contaminated
leach pad left by Pegasus Gold at its
Beal Mountain mine site. The cost
to finish cleaning up the abandoned
mine, which was once heralded as
an “environmentally friendly way of

Left: A stream near the Zortman-Landusky gold mine runs orange. Right: Dean Stiffarm of Fort
Belknap, Mont., holds a glass of water contaminated by the nearby Zortman-Landusky gold mine.
Photos courtesy of Earthworks

Earthjustice attorney Katherine O’Brien is working
with members of the Ktunaxa Nation and a coalition of
conservation groups to hold Pegasus Gold’s leadership
accountable under Montana’s bad actor law.
Eric Ian for Earthjustice

“The bad actor law offers a critical
opportunity to hold the leadership
of Pegasus Gold accountable for the
unspeakable harm they inflicted on
Montana’s communities and waters,”

says Earthjustice attorney Katherine
O’Brien. “And the effort to enforce it
is bringing people together around a
commonsense principle—that mining
executives should not be given a license
to profit from the state’s resources while
the public continues to pay for the
messes their past projects left behind.”

I the fate of the incomplete Pegasus

mportant issues of accountability and

Gold mine cleanups are not all that
hang in the balance as the bad actor
litigation moves forward in Montana.
Whether Hecla can develop two mines
in the Cabinet Mountains Wilderness
also is at the heart of the controversy.
Hecla acquired the two proposed
mining projects—the Rock Creek and
Montanore mines—in 2015 and 2016
respectively, but the fight to protect one
of the region’s wildest places has been
raging for decades.
Since the 1980s, one company after
another has tried mining the Cabinets,
a sliver of untouched beauty located in
northwest Montana that was set aside
by Congress in 1964 as one of the first
protected areas under the Wilderness
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Act. Filled with glaciated peaks and
valleys that run for 35 miles north
to south, the mountains are home to
wolverines, elk, bighorn sheep, bull
trout, a critically important and highly
imperiled grizzly bear population, and
some of the purest waters in the lower
48. They’re also the aboriginal home
of the Ktunaxa Nation, and tribal
members continue to visit the area
to gather traditional foods, perform
spiritual ceremonies, and connect to the
Tribe’s culture and history (see page 30).
Earthjustice and its clients and allies
have held the line for decades,
successfully beating back each illegal
proposal to mine beneath the Cabinet
Mountains Wilderness. Now, their
efforts to enforce Montana’s bad actor
law have opened a new front in the
fight to protect the Cabinets.

“When our tribe learned that Hecla
had already been given permits to
mine our sacred sites, I thought the
fight was over,” says Velda Shelby, a
Ktunaxa tribal member who opposes
the mines. “But when Montana
invoked [the bad actor] law against
Baker and Hecla, I knew we had a
responsibility to speak up. This issue
has awoken a sleeping giant in our
community, particularly among the
elders.”
If upheld, the enforcement action
against Hecla and Baker, who’s also
the chairman of the National Mining
Association, has the potential to send
a powerful message that the state
intends to protect its land, water and
communities from mining companies
that abuse the privilege of operating
in Montana. That particular message

couldn’t come at a more critical time,
as entities like Hecla and the mining
industry lobby hard on the federal level
to roll back regulation of hard rock
mines across the country.
But, says O’Brien, if the state backs
down or a court overturns the
state’s action, the message to mining
companies would be: “Your cleanup
obligations are just paper commitments.
They don’t mean anything.”
And there’s always a chance that
Montana’s legislators could one day try
to roll back the bad actor provisions,
which makes Flynn’s campaign to
boost awareness and support for the
law among the general public all the
more important. Though many in
Butte were quick to agree that mining
companies shouldn’t be allowed to
destroy Montana’s lands and waters and

leave taxpayers holding the bag, the
industry still holds significant political
and economic sway in Montana.
Even Flynn, whose own family history
is linked to mining, is himself conflicted
about whether mining proposals today
offer a good trade-off. But when it
comes to holding people like Baker
accountable, his conviction is clear.
He is incredulous that Baker, whose
company burdened generations of
Montanans with toxic pollution, is
poised to mine the Cabinet Mountains.
“And then we’re gonna let him come and
mine under a pristine wilderness area?”
asks Flynn, gesturing to his bar mates.
“Aren’t we better than that?”

Companies have been trying to mine in the Cabinet Mountains Wilderness since the 1980s, but
litigation by Earthjustice and our partners has largely kept them at bay. Eric Ian for Earthjustice
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CHOOSING BEAUTY

The cool
chill of the
air … a
long creak
from a
nearby
tree … the
whistle
of leaves as they flutter by. Then, the
birds begin to chirp.

OVER GREED

“It’s like Mother Nature coming
alive!” says Wilbert Michel Buckskin,
as he recounts the details of hunting
trips he has taken in the Cabinet
Mountains Wilderness. As a child,
he remembers waking up alongside
his dad in a little lean-to beneath the
soaring cliffs and peaks.
Buckskin is a member of the Ktunaxa
Tribe, also known as the Kootenai,
and proud to be part of the Crazy Dog
Society, a highly esteemed group of
tribal members who’ve served in the
U.S. military. Lately, his fight isn’t
to protect America writ large but his
own home against a corporation that
seeks to mine this untouched gem of
northwest Montana.
Or, as he puts it, his “heart” and “soul,”
where he goes to connect with his
“cultural spirit.”
Hecla Mining Company has proposed
building two massive mines in the
Cabinets, tunneling beneath pristine
forests and streams to access a large
silver and copper deposit. The mines
would excavate tens of thousands
of tons of ore each day, seven days
a week, for decades and produce
more than 120 million tons of mining
waste. The mining process would rob
water from wilderness streams that
provide vital habitat for threatened
bull trout and threaten the survival of
an ecologically critical and culturally
significant population of grizzly bears.
Ktunaxa tribal member Wilbert Michel Buckskin is fighting to stop Hecla
Mining Company from building two huge mines beneath his home in the
Cabinet Mountains Wilderness. Eric Ian for Earthjustice
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And developing the mines would drill
into the heart of the tribe’s culture.
Buckskin explains that for the Ktunaxa,

the Cabinets are more than just a
wilderness area. The mountains serve
as the “backyard” and “living room”
for grizzly bears, a culturally important
species for the tribe. They’re also the
place where many tribal members still
visit regularly to carry out the spiritual
ceremonies and cultural practices
passed down from their ancestors.
They hope to share this home with
their children and grandchildren—if
mining doesn’t destroy it.
Buckskin is part of a growing
movement within the tribal community
to stop the two proposed mines (see
page 22). But the fight to protect this
area is not new. In the late 1970s and
early ’80s, Ktunaxa Nation members
from the U.S. and Canada came
together to successfully stop a plan to
build a dam at Kootenai Falls, a sacred
location near the wilderness area.
Today, tribal members like Buckskin
are working to once again bring
together the seven bands that make
up the Ktunaxa Nation to fight the
proposed Rock Creek and Montanore
mines. They’re motivated in part by
seeing the devastation wrought by the
Zortman-Landusky mines, a pair of
abandoned gold mines that continues
to contaminate the lands and waters
of the Fort Belknap Gros Ventre and
Assiniboine Tribes in eastern Montana.
The CEO of Hecla, which is pushing
to mine in the Cabinet Mountains, was
a top official at the company that ran
Zortman-Landusky. Ktunaxa advocates
want to make sure that their aboriginal
lands within the Cabinet Mountains
do not become another casualty of the
mining industry.
“[The idea that they would] destroy the
last best place is pretty devastating to
me. And why?” Buckskin asks. “Just
for a few handfuls of dollars to make
somebody else rich who doesn’t even
live here in Montana? It’s greed. Greed
over beauty.”
— Jessica A. Knoblauch
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CONVERSATION

SULTANA KAMAL
Environmental activist; Dhaka, Bangladesh

S

ultana Kamal leads a coalition of environmental
groups fighting to keep the governments of
Bangladesh and India from building a giant coalfired power plant next to a vast wild estuary called
the Sundarbans. The plant would spew mercury and
smog-causing chemicals across the hundreds of
small mangrove islands where Bengal tigers hunt
spotted deer and monkeys. The Passur River, which
flows through the heart of the wilderness and is home to endangered river
dolphins, would become a shipping lane for coal and toxic coal ash.
Kamal’s coalition has worked with Earthjustice since 2015 to petition the
United Nations to urge Bangladesh and India not to build the plant.
The governments are paying attention. Last summer, Bangladesh sent
a dozen high-ranking officials to a hearing of UNESCO’s World Heritage
Committee, whose designations influence national conservation policies
and the flow of tourism dollars. The committee requested that Bangladesh
put the plant and all large-scale industrial projects near the Sundarbans
World Heritage site on hold until a region-wide environmental assessment is
completed. Under international pressure, Bangladesh agreed to conduct the
assessment, and has slowed construction of the plant. Kamal is keeping up
the pressure at home and abroad to stop the plant.

What makes the Sundarbans
so special?
The Sundarbans is one of the largest
tracts of mangrove forest in the world. It
is a complex ecosystem, with a mixture
of salt and fresh water, and exceptional
species of butterflies and bees. The
Royal Bengal tiger has survived in the
Sundarbans for many years. There are
special kinds of trees, particularly the
Sundari, that have medicinal properties.
And the region provides fish and
shellfish for millions of people.
The mangrove forest is called the lungs
of South Asia. It absorbs pollution. It
has saved us from so many disasters,
including Cyclone Sidr in 2007. That
storm could have destroyed every
corner of Bangladesh if the mangroves
had not absorbed its initial assault.
Winds reached 180 kilometers per hour
at Hiron Point, where the government
now plans to have big coal ships transfer
their coal into small barges to move
through the mangroves.
You just feel so delighted when you go
through the Sundarbans. It’s enchanting.
It is not only a heritage of Bangladesh,
it’s a heritage of the world.
What threat would the coal
power plant pose?
The power plant does
not include critical
pollution reduction

technologies, so toxic emissions will
greatly exceed those of new coal
plants even in India and China. Acid
gasses and heavy metals, particularly
mercury, will harm plants, animals,
water and fisheries.
Coal barges will travel through a river
dolphin sanctuary every day. Dredging is
also a real threat to the dolphins and fish.
Project officials are saying they will
build an ash pond next to the Passur
River. But Bangladesh’s soil is so soft,
the ash will be carried into the river
whenever the monsoon is here. Then
the river will be toxic.
The government seems concerned
about its reputation, but is it
concerned enough?
They are concerned about the
international reaction, no doubt about
that. The government sent ministers to
last year’s World Heritage Committee
meeting to defend the plant, and later
falsely stated that UNESCO has given
them clearance to build it. They are
trying to mislead the people. Our
coalition has been able to counter this.
Now we are asking UNESCO to
reiterate that the coal plant and other
large industries next to the Sundarbans
must be stopped until proper
assessments and management plans
are complete.

A tiger roams the mangrove forest of the Sundarbans in India. Steve Winter / Getty Images
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Earthjustice coordinated
independent experts to examine
the plant’s likely impacts on air,
water, fisheries and endangered
species. What role did that
research play?
One of the arguments from the
government is that we environmentalists
don’t provide them with any scientific
reasons why we are against the plant.
That is not true. We have now submitted
13 expert reports on different sectors
to the government and asked it to
engage with us in discussion. But the
government has not responded.
The expert reports help us raise public
awareness. We think if we go for a
public referendum, most of the people
are against the coal power plant.

One of the reports analyzed the
clean energy potential and costs
for all of Bangladesh and found
that utility-scale solar power
would be cheaper than new coalfired power plants. What are the
challenges to going solar?
The people are quite convinced. If
you go around the villages, you will
see people availing themselves of
solar power. And the prime minister
is seriously thinking of replacing
these other kinds of power with solar.
But it’s people in the bureaucracy
and in the power business who are
creating all these difficulties by
saying it’s not possible.
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S

ome people are passionate about
protecting the environment
because they understand the
physical and biological links between
all living things. For others, it’s a
spiritual connection—the outdoors is a
place to connect with something much
older and larger than themselves.
Earthjustice supporters Donna and
Jim Onstott see things
from both perspectives.
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“We can leave a legacy to many

Donna has a Ph.D. in
children, everyone’s children,
zoology and is a Doctor of
through our gift.”
Veterinary Medicine, and
has always been an animal
lover. While growing up,
experiencing nature firsthand. “And
she spent magical summers in a
because we’ve been enjoying the
remote part of Canada: “Every
outdoors for so long, we don’t want to
summer, my parents and I would
lose it, which leads to our support of
spend a few weeks visiting friends
environmental organizations,” Jim says.
who had a cabin on an island up in
Georgian Bay, and I loved every
According to Donna, “Earthjustice is
minute of it.”
a requirement now with our current
political situation. As a biologist and
Jim is a retired research scientist. His
a scientist, I like that Earthjustice
time as a Boy Scout spurred his love
approaches these issues from a
of the outdoors. Together, they’ve
scientific, fact-based viewpoint.”
spent much time backpacking and
Donna and Jim support Earthjustice’s
work in many ways: through gifts of
stock, through IRA rollover gifts and
by including Earthjustice in their
for future generations
estate plans.
by including a gift to
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will or trust or by
beneficiary designation.
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10 Questions to Ask Yourself

AN ONGOING monthly donation is a powerful way
to fight to protect our natural world and all who call
it home! Sign up today using the enclosed envelope,
visit earthjustice.org/monthly or give us a call
at (800) 584-6460.
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Request one of our planning
guides by calling our Planned
Giving team at (800) 584-6460 or
by downloading our publications
at earthjustice.org/planning

“We don’t have children, and because
of that, we can leave a legacy to many
children, everyone’s children, through
our gift,” Donna says.

